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I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this procedure is to provide guidelines and instructions for the receipt
of reports of elder and dependent adult abuse by the Adult Protective Services (APS)
Registry, and to specify the process by which those reports are accepted, documented,
and referred to APS field social workers for investigation.
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II. POLICY
It is the policy of Orange County APS to maintain a centralized intake during regular
working hours (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday). Registry staff evaluate
reports of elder and dependent adult abuse and enter the reports into a computer
system. An answering service receives all calls after hours, weekends, and holidays,
and refers all calls to an on-call APS social worker (See 24-Hour Response, SH 20.2.2).
In addition, the Registry maintains an inventory of community services available for
abuse victims, elders, and dependent adults in order to assist callers who are seeking
only information and referral.
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III. BACKGROUND
Since the inception of APS, a centralized Registry has accepted and documented
reports of elder and dependent adult abuse. Registry social workers provided referral
to other agencies for services and to law enforcement for follow up and investigation
of potential criminal activity. In 1986, Orange County Board of Supervisors provided
funding for the addition of social workers to conduct field investigations. Registry
social workers identified the most serious allegations for follow up by field staff.
Subsequent to the passage of Senate Bill 2199 in 1998, the Registry was mandated to
refer virtually all reports in the jurisdiction of APS to field staff for investigation.
Registry staff began to enter reports into a computer system in 1992. The computer
system has been upgraded twice since that time to accommodate growth and ensure
more efficient handling and documentation of reports. A major upgrade to a system
capable of integrating reports, investigation findings, intervention plan results, and
statistics is scheduled for the near future.
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IV. PROCEDURE
A. Upon receiving a report of elder or dependent adult abuse, an APS Registry social
worker needs to determine the following (See Attachment A, “Assessing Registry
Phone Calls” flowchart.):
1.
If the victim meets the definition of either an elder or a dependent adult (See
Overview, SH 20.1).
2.
If the reported incident meets the definition of elder or dependent adult abuse
(See Overview, SH 20.1).
3.
If the report is in the jurisdiction of Orange County APS (See Jurisdiction, Referral,
and Cross Reporting, SH 20.1.2).
B. If the victim is not an elder or dependent adult or has not been the victim of
abuse, the Registry social worker is to provide any available information and referral
which will assist the caller.
C. If the report is not in the jurisdiction of Orange County APS, the Registry social
worker is to refer the caller to the appropriate agency which has jurisdiction (See
Jurisdiction, Referral, and Cross Reporting, SH 20.1.2). If the Registry social worker
determines that the caller is unwilling or physically or mentally unable to follow
through, the social worker shall take the report and then forward it to the appropriate
agency.
D. If the Registry social worker determines that the report is in the jurisdiction of
Orange County APS and is a report of elder or dependent adult abuse, the Registry
social worker proceeds as follows:
1.
The Registry social worker assigns the report a number and enters the report on
a log. This log includes: the date and time the report was taken, the client’s first and
last name, the alleged abuse, whether the client is an elder or a dependent adult, and
if the case will be referred to an APS field social worker for investigation.
2.
The Registry social worker then inputs the report into the database.
3.
Based on his or her evaluation of the client’s condition and circumstances, and
the nature of the allegations, the Registry social worker recommends either Immediate
or 10-Day response status.
a.
Immediate Response (IR): Because of immediate or life threatening risk to the
client, the Registry social worker believes that an APS field social worker should make,
or attempt to make, face to face contact with the client within 24 hours, or sooner, as
appropriate. The Registry social worker will mark “Immediate” in the ASSIGNED field of
the database, and immediately submit it to an APS supervisor for review and
assignment. The APS supervisor may, at his or her discretion, change IR status to
10-Day response status.
b.
Ten Day Response (10-Day) For all other reports that are to be referred
to APS field staff for investigation, the Registry social worker will mark “10-Day” in the
ASSIGNED field of the database. The APS supervisor may, at his or her discretion,
change 10-Day response status to IR status.:
Ten Day Response (Priority Option): If the report does not meet criteria for immediate
response, but the Registry social worker believes it warrants a response quicker than
ten days, he or she will mark “10-Day” in the ASSIGNED field of the database. He or
she will then make a “Priority Response” recommendation (between 2 and 10 days) in
the SAFETY field of the database. Upon consideration of the “Priority Response”
recommendation (and approval or modification of the time frame), the APS supervisor
will instruct the assigned field worker as to expected response time between 2 and 10
days.
4.
The Registry social worker will refer the report to one of the two APS districts by
entering either “North” or “South” in the ASSIGNTO field of the database. Each
Registry worker has a list of what cities are in the North and South Districts.
5.
If the client is in the hospital or in jail, the Registry social worker will not refer the
report to North or South districts as specified in V.D.4. Instead, “HCM” will be entered
into the ASSIGNTO field of the database, thereby routing the report to a field social
worker covering a specialized caseload.
6.
If one or more of the following conditions apply, the report will be designated
“Information Only” and will not be referred to an APS field social worker.
a.
The reporting party does not have the current address of the client and does not
know where the client is.
b.
The client is deceased.
c.
The elder or dependent adult has moved out of the county or state. A referral to
the APS with current jurisdiction is made, if appropriate.
d.
The abuse incident has happened in the distant past and the client is no longer
in danger.
The Registry social worker will enter “Investigation Closed,” or another designation
specified by the Registry supervisor, in the ASSIGNTO field of the database.
E. The reports will be retrieved from the database by APS supervisors in the districts
they were assigned to (See Report Assignment and Case Opening, SH 20.2.3).
F.
APS supervisors who are responsible for retrieving and assigning reports will first
review them for accuracy, completeness, and clarity.
G. The Registry social worker is responsible for making any corrections
to the report that the APS supervisors suggest subsequent to their review of the report.
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VI. ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Assessing Registry Phone Calls
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